
Dimension   500 mm x 202 mm x 435 mm (D x W x H)

Material   Aluminum Bezel , SECC Chassis

M/B Type   ATX ; 12"x 9.6"(30.5cm x 24.5cm)

Power Supply   Standard ATX PS2

Expansion

Slots

  7

5.25" Drive Bay   5 (Exposed)

3.5" Drive Bay   1 (Exposed), 4 (Hidden)

Ventilation   One 80 x 80 x 25 mm Front Fan ( intake )

  One 120 x 120 x 25 mm Rear Fan ( exhaust )

Additional   USB 2.0 x 2;

  IEEE 1394 (FireWire) x 1;

  MIC x 1;

  SPK X 1;

  VR x 1

 

l Curvier Design 

A breakthrough from regular flat-panel design, with elegant aluminum 

curvier design, Cavalier will become the aesthetic focal point of your living 

space, be it in your work room or living room. Having good taste for living 

styles as you are, the stylish Cavalier will definitely become one of your 

prized possessions. 

l Unique Classical Design Sound Pressure Device 

Cavalier is designed with a unique sound pressure device in a classical 

style. Its eye-dazzling sapphire light and the left-right swinging 

sound-pressure meter hand will bring tremendous fun into your life. 

l Changeable Panel 

Cavalier is designed to suit your habits with a panel that can be opened 

from the direction that suits you the most. The attentive design brings 

even more convenience into your everyday life.  

l 350W Power Supplier 

Cavalier is equipped with a 350W ultra silent power supplier. In addition, 

Cavalier also comes with two Serial ATA ports for new-generation hard 

disk transmission interface. The up-to-date extras will satisfy your needs 

for years to come. 

l Tool-free Installation 

    You can easily open the box whenever you wish to add in any extra 

components without having to use any tools. Such attentive design lets 

you mix-and-match all the combinations you desire. 

l 120 mm Fan 

Cavalier comes with a 120mm rear-end fan to give your machine the best 

ventilation. 

l Exclusive Side Panels 

Translucent acrylic side windows let you display the power of your proud 

piece of art.  

 

 

Introduction

Specification

Features

Series

The "Cavalier" is CoolerMaster's brand new state-of-the-art chassis series. 
Breaking away from traditional flat case design, it combines smooth, flowing 
lines, and curves with a unique sound pressure device. When music is 
playing, the analog dial “dance” to the music, helping to add that little extra 
pizzazz to your life. With its stylish design, the Cavalier lets you create your 
own personal style.  
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